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The Last Empire
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now with a bonus World Cup
chapter. Diego Maradona is a true footballing legend, and arguably the greatest player ever. The Argentinian playmaker
was renowned for his unbelievable skills and agility, as he effortlessly weaved his way up the pitch and through the
opposition defence. Nicknamed 'The Golden Boy', Maradona earned ninety-one caps and scored thirty-one goals for his
country, including in the 1986 World Cup where he captained his team to victory - scoring the two most famous goals of
all time, against England, along the way!

The Transatlantic Circulation of Novels Between Europe and Brazil, 1789-1914
This book takes a case-based approach to addressing the challenges psychiatrists and other clinicians face when working
with American combat veterans after their return from a war zone. Written by experts, the book concentrates on a wide
variety of concerns associated with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), including different treatments of PTSD. The
text also looks at PTSD comorbidities, such as depression and traumatic brain injury (TBI) and other conditions
masquerading as PTSD. Finally, the authors touch on other subjects concerning returning veterans, including pain,
disability, facing the end of a career, sleep problems , suicidal thoughts, violence, , and mefloquine “toxidrome”. Each
case study includes a case presentation, diagnosis and assessment, treatment and management, outcome and case
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resolution, and clinical pearls and pitfalls. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Related Diseases in Combat Veterans is
a valuable resource for civilian and military mental health practitioners, and primary care physicians on how to treat
patients returning from active war zones.

Aguero
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now with a bonus World Cup
chapter. Jurgen Klinsmann: deadly goal-poacher, Tottenham Hotspur hero, world champion. After helping to beat England in
the 1990 World Cup, the German striker came to play for Tottenham Hotspur - but it took a long time for Spurs fans to
grow to love him. Yet with his competitive spirit, humour and his amazing talent for conjuring a goal from thin air, he
quickly became a North London legend. This is his exciting story.

Rashford
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now with a bonus World Cup
chapter. In 2002, during the final moments of injury time, David Beckham scored an incredible free-kick, securing
England a place in the World Cup. It was this moment that ensured that Beckham would become one of the most loved
English footballers, as well as a Manchester United and Real Madrid hero. During a career which spanned twenty years,
Beckham won an impressive nineteen major trophies. This is the story of a true sportsman, who earned respect and loyalty
from his fans around the world.

Beckham (Classic Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
This open access book offers essential information on values-based practice (VBP): the clinical skills involved,
teamwork and person-centered care, links between values and evidence, and the importance of partnerships in shared
decision-making. Different cultures have different values; for example, partnership in decision-making looks very
different, from the highly individualized perspective of European and North American cultures to the collective and
family-oriented perspectives common in South East Asia. In turn, African cultures offer yet another perspective, one
that falls between these two extremes (called batho pele). The book will benefit everyone concerned with the practical
challenges of delivering mental health services. Accordingly, all contributions are developed on the basis of case
vignettes, and cover a range of situations in which values underlie tensions or uncertainties regarding how to proceed
in clinical practice. Examples include the patient’s autonomy and best interest, the physician’s commitment to
establishing high standards of clinical governance, clinical versus community best interest, institutional versus
clinical interests, patients insisting on medically unsound but legal treatments etc. Thus far, VBP publications have
mainly dealt with clinical scenarios involving individual values (of clinicians and patients). Our objective with this
book is to develop a model of VBP that is culturally much broader in scope. As such, it offers a vital resource for
mental health stakeholders in an increasingly inter-connected world. It also offers opportunities for cross-learning in
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values-based practice between cultures with very different clinical care traditions.

Hazard
Meet Sergio Agüero, Ultimate Football Hero. . . 'BalotelliAgüerooooo! I swear you'll never see anything like this ever
again!' Agüerois the tale of the boy who would go on to re-write football history forever. His dramatic 94th minute goal
on the final day of the 2011/12 season, to snatch the title from under rivals Manchester United's noses, was the most
electric moment in Premier League history. This is how the small boy from Argentina became the biggest hero of all.
Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the
world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, actionpacked style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.

De Gea
Nicholas Frith has always considered himself to be about as lucky as the average boy. But while on holiday with his mum,
Nicholas accidentally disturbs an ancient tomb and everything changes. Nicholas falls under an ancient curse and
suddenly misfortune, calamity and disaster follow him everywhere! The curse can't touch Nicholas himself, but bad things
happen to everyone else around him. Forced to move from school to school, Nicholas loses hope of ever lifting the curse
or ever finding someone who will risk being his friend. But one day he meets Fiona - the one person who is prepared to
take that risk. Through Fiona's friendship, Nicholas learns to believe in himself and break the curse at last, changing
his luck for ever.

Mbappe
Coutinho follows the Brazilian soccer wonder on his stunning path from the backyards of Rio de Janeiro to the bright
lights of Milan and the historic city of Liverpool. This is a truly inspiring story of a playmaker that constantly
pushes his team towards success, with his fast pace, silky skills and incredible agility as Liverpool's Number 10.

Brazil, the Amazons and the Coast
This comprehensive handbook provides an overview of space technology and a holistic understanding of the system-ofsystems that is a modern spacecraft. With a foreword by Elon Musk, CEO and CTO of SpaceX, and contributions from
globally leading agency experts from NASA, ESA, JAXA, and CNES, as well as European and North American academics and
industrialists, this handbook, as well as giving an interdisciplinary overview, offers, through individual selfcontained chapters, more detailed understanding of specific fields, ranging through: · Launch systems, structures,
power, thermal, communications, propulsion, and software, to · entry, descent and landing, ground segment, robotics, and
data systems, to · technology management, legal and regulatory issues, and project management. This handbook is an
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equally invaluable asset to those on a career path towards the space industry as it is to those already within the
industry.

International Perspectives in Values-Based Mental Health Practice
Van Dijk
When a young Gareth's PE teacher told him he could only play with one foot to give the other team a chance, it was
obvious he was a special talent. His early career was a constant struggle. He was dogged by injuries and was almost sold
by Spurs after fans believed he was cursed--they failed to win 24 games in a row with Gareth in the team. But one night
changed all that. Destroying his opposite number in Spurs' first Champions League campaign, he announced himself on the
world stage in blistering style. And now he plays at the greatest club in the world, Real Madrid, alongside the world's
greatest player, Ronaldo. He was instrumental in winning Madrid their 10th European Cup--La Decima--after scoring the
decisive goal in the final. His story is a lesson that applied talent can overcome any obstacle.

Playing the Waves
Jamie is in his last year of primary school and loves being the best footballer in school.Until it's announced that a
new, Brazilian student will be joining mid-term. Will the new boy overshadow Jamie's skill? From the school pitch to the
beaches of Rio, Jamie Johnson is going to learn there's more to being a great footballer than he ever imagined.

The International Handbook of Space Technology
This book brings a renewed critical focus to the history of novel writing, publishing, selling and reading, expanding
its viewing beyond national territories. Relying on primary sources (such as advertisements, censorship reviews,
publisher and bookstore catalogues), the book examines the paths taken by novels in their shifts between Europe and
Brazil, investigates the flow of translations in both directions, pays attention to the successful novels of the time
and analyses the critical response to fiction in both sides of the Atlantic. It reveals that neither nineteenth century
culture can be properly understood by focusing on a single territory, nor literature can be fully perceived by looking
only to the texts, ignoring their material existence and their place in social and economical practices.

Griezmann
Maradona (Classic Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
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Meet Marcus Rashford - Ultimate Football Hero This is the story of Marcus Rashford - one of the brightest young stars on
the Manchester United books and future England goalscoring legend. From tough beginnings in Manchester, Rashford has
proven to be one of the Premier League's shining stars, scoring twice on his senior debut, scoring in his first Premier
League match and scoring on his England debut in 2016. The future can only get better! Ultimate Football Heroes is a
series of biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible
journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are
perfect for all the family to collect and share.

Mane
Capoeira: The History of an Afro-Brazilian Martial Art explores capoeira as a field of confrontation where different
struggles that divide Brazilian society are played out. It contains a first English language scholarly account of
capoeira's early history and development to the present day.

Inspector Minahan Makes a Stand
This book is the result of a conference organised by the Contemporary Portuguese Political History Research Centre
(CPHRC) and the University of Dundee that took place during September 2000. The purpose of this conference, and the
resulting book, was to bring together various experts in the field to analyse and debate the process of Portuguese
decolonisation, which was then 25 years old, and the effects of this on the Portuguese themselves. For over one century,
the Portuguese state had defined its foreign policy on the basis of its vast empire – this was the root of its
'Atlanticist' vision. The outbreak of war of liberation in its African territories, which were prompted by the new
international support for self determination in colonised territories, was a serious threat that undermined the very
foundations of the Portuguese state. This book examines the nature of this threat, how the Portuguese state initially
attempted to overcome it by force, and how new pressures within Portuguese society were given space to emerge as a
consequence of the colonial wars. This is the first book that takes a multidisciplinary look at both the causes and the
consequences of Portuguese decolonisation – and is the only one that places the loss of Portugal's Eastern Empire in the
context of the loss of its African Empire. Furthermore, it is the only English language book that relates the process of
Portuguese decolonisation with the search for a new Portuguese vision of its place in the world. This book is intended
for anyone who is interested in regime change, decolonisation, political revolutions and the growth and development of
the European Union. It will also be useful for those who are interested in contemporary developments in civil society
and state ideologies. Given that a large part of the book is dedicated to the process of change in the various countries
of the former Portuguese Empire, it will also be of interest to students of Africa. It will be useful to those who study
decolonisation processes within the other former European Empires, as it provides comparative detail. The book will be
most useful to academic researchers and students of comparative politics and area studies.

Ultimate Sports Heroes - Usain Bolt
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Meet Paul Pogba, Ultimate Football Hero. 'It’s time to shine, Paul said to himself as he walked out of the tunnel and
onto to the Old Trafford pitch.' Pogba tells the exciting story of how French wonder-kid Paul Pogba became Europe's best
young player, and finally fulfilled his dream of returning to his boyhood club Manchester United in a world-record
transfer. The sky is the limit for United's new star. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the
life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the family to
collect and share.

Road to the World Cup (Ultimate Football Heroes)
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now with a bonus World Cup
chapter. When Harry Kane was released by Arsenal at nine years old for being too small, he had to use all his selfbelief to prove that he could make it as a footballer. Now a superstar striker for Tottenham Hotspur and England, his
hard work and determination have paid off. Kane is the amazing story of how the boy from North London became the Premier
League's most lethal goalscorer.

Klinsmann (Classic Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
Meet Gareth Bale, Ultimate Football Hero. 'And then came the moment Gareth had been waiting for. He'd imagined it so
many times. The President of Real Madrid held up the famous white shirt with his name on the back.' Bale tracks the
Welsh wizard's impressive rise from talented schoolboy to Real Madrid star. This is the inspiring story of how Gareth
Bale beat the odds and became the most expensive player in football history. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of
biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for
all the family to collect and share.

Capoeira
This Handbook represents the first concerted effort to understand male mental health in a way that facilitates a
positive step forward in both theory and treatment. An alarming number of men experience serious mental health issues,
as demonstrated by high rates of suicide and violent offending. Despite these problems, the study of male psychology has
either been overlooked, or viewed as a problem of defective masculinity. This handbook brings together experts from
across the world to discuss men’s mental health, from prenatal development, through childhood, adolescence, and
fatherhood. Men and masculinity are explored from multiple perspectives including evolutionary, cross-cultural,
cognitive, biological, developmental, and existential viewpoints, with a focus on practical suggestions and
demonstrations of successful clinical work with men. Throughout, chapters question existing models of understanding and
treating men’s mental health and explore new approaches, theories and interventions. This definitive handbook
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encapsulates a new wave of positive theory and practice in the field of male psychology and will be of great value to
professionals, academics, and those working with males through the lifespan in any sector related to male mental health
and wellbeing.

Giggs (Classic Football Heroes) - Collect Them All!
Dogma 95, the avant-garde filmmaking movement founded by the Danish director Lars von Trier and three of his fellow
directors, was launched in 1995 at an elite cinema conference in Paris—when von Trier was called upon to speak about the
future of film but instead showered the audience with pamphlets announcing the new movement and its manifesto. A
refreshingly original critical commentary on the director and his practice, Playing the Waves is a paramount addition to
one of new media’s most provocative genres: games and gaming. Playing the Waves cleverly puns on the title of one of von
Trier’s most famous features and argues that Dogma 95, like much of the director’s low-budget realist productions, is a
game that takes cinema beyond the traditional confines of film aesthetics and dramatic rules. Simons articulates the
ways in which von Trier redefines the practice of filmmaking as a rule-bound activity, and stipulates the forms and
structures of games von Trier brings to bear on his films, as well as the sobering lessons he draws from economic and
evolutionary game theory. Much like the director’s films, this fascinating volume takes the traditional point of view of
film theory and film aesthetics to the next level and demonstrates we have much to learn from the perspective of game
studies and game theory.

Lukaku
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now with a bonus World Cup
chapter. Neymar da Silva Santos Júnior is the boy with the big smile who carries the hopes of Brazil on his shoulders.
Neymar now stands alongside Pelé and Ronaldinho as a Brazilian footballing hero. Bidding a fond farewell to his home in
São Paolo, Neymar's dreams finally came true when he joined Barcelona. Now, alongside Messi and Suarez, he is part of
the most feared attacking trident in the game. This is the heart-warming true story of Neymar's road to glory.

Gareth Bale
In this special limited edition book, live the journeys of six football heroes as they begin down the road to World Cup
glory. Learn how star players Harry Kane, Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar, Manuel Neuer and Paul Pogba, stepped
up for their national sides, and brought them through qualification - ready to go head to head for the 2018 World Cup.

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Related Diseases in Combat Veterans
"BalotelliAGÜEROOOOO! I swear you'll never see anything like this ever again!" Agüero is the tale of the boy who would
go on to re-write football history forever. His dramatic 94th minute goal on the final day of the 2011/12 season, to
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snatch the title from under rivals Manchester United's noses, was the most electric moment in Premier League history.
This is how the small boy from Argentina became the biggest hero of all.

Aguero (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect Them All!
Meet Virgil Van Dijk - Ultimate Football Hero Virgil van Dijk is Liverpool FC's superstar centre-back and he's going
from strength to strength. From washing dishes to pay his way during his early career to becoming one of the best
defenders in the world, this is the story of how Virgil became a true Liverpool legend. Follow his journey as he fights
adversity and works his way up to become an ultimate football hero. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies
telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood
fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the
family to collect and share.

Neymar (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
In Victorian London, the age of consent was just thirteen. Unwitting girls were regularly enticed, tricked and sold into
prostitution. If not marked out for a gentleman in a city brothel, they were legally trafficked to Brussels, Paris and
beyond. All the while, the Establishment turned a blind eye. That is, until one policeman wrote an incendiary report.
Disgraced for testifying against a violent colleague, Irish inspector Jeremiah Minahan was transferred to the backwater
of Chelsea as punishment. Here he met Mary Jeffries, a notorious trafficker and procuress who counted Cabinet members
and royalty among her clientele. Within days of reporting Jeffries, Minahan was unceremoniously forced out of the
Metropolitan Police. So he turned private detective, setting out to expose the peers and politicians more interested in
shielding their own positions (and peccadilloes) than London’s child prostitutes. The findings Minahan did reveal in
1885 sparked national outrage: riots, arrests, a tabloid war and a sensational trialother secrets were so fearful he
took them to his grave, where they remained - until now. This is the true tale of a man caught between a corrupt English
Establishment and his own rebel heart: a very Victorian scandal, but also, a story for our times. Victorian London:
slums and stucco, strict morals and dark secrets. The sex trade in vulnerable young English girls was booming, fuelled
by lax laws and lucrative trafficking to the brothels of Paris and Brussels. Chelsea’s most ‘exclusive establishment’
counted cabinet members and royalty amongst its clientele. In the searing summer of 1885, the situation hit the
headlines. There were arrests, riots, a tabloid scandal and a sensational trial – and one man lit the touchpaper. He was
Jeremiah Minahan, Irish ex-inspector, exposer of corruption, rebel with a cause. This is his extraordinary story, and
that of the women he helped to protect. It is a very Victorian scandal, but also, a tale for our time.

Bale (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect Them All!
Meet Philippe Coutinho, Ultimate Football Hero. 'Philippe took a deep breath, shut his eyes and listened to the Anfield
roar. The Liverpool stadium had the best atmosphere in the whole world.' Coutinho follows the Brazilian football wonder
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on his stunning path from the backyards of Rio de Janeiro to the bright lights of Milan and the historic city of
Liverpool. This is a truly inspiring story of a playmaker that constantly pushes his team towards success, with his fast
pace, silky skills and incredible agility as Liverpool's Number 10. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies
telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood
fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the
family to collect and share.

Aubameyang
'Usain was confident. After all, he'd been rewriting the record books of athletics history for a decade.' 9.58 seconds
was all it took for Usain Bolt to blaze his way into the history books, with a 100 metres world record that shocked the
world. But when Usain was little, he preferred cricket to running. No one knew that the tall, skinny boy from a small
town in Jamaiwould go on to become 'The Lightning Bolt' – the fastest man ever.

Coutinho
Meet Ryan Giggs, Classic Football Hero. 'United would never have another wing wizard like Ryan he was unique.' Giggs is
the classic story of one of Manchester United's all-time heroes. As a teenager, he was so brilliant that Sir Alex
Ferguson turned up at his front door to sign him - and the rest is history. A dazzlingly skillful winger, and one of the
most decorated players ever, Ryan Giggs is a true Premier League legend. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of
biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for
all the family to collect and share.

Ronaldo (Classic Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now with a bonus World Cup
chapter. Manuel Neuer is the best goalkeeper in today's game. This is the story of how young Manuel worked his way up
the ranks to become a core member of Bayern Munich's all-conquering side, as well as a captain and World Cup winner with
his home country, Germany. Neuer's amazing reflexes, speed and revolutionary 'sweeper-keeper' playing style have reinvented what it means to be a goalkeeper.

Coutinho (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect Them All!
Meet Sadio Mané - Ultimate Football Hero Sadio Mané is one of Liverpool FC's 'Fab Four'. Along with Mo Salah, Roberto
Firmino and Xherdan Shakiri, Sadio's goals have helped make Liverpool the deadliest attacking team in the Premier
League. Since he moved to the Premier League, Sadio has been setting the bar to new heights - from scoring the fastest
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hat-trick in history to becoming the most expensive African footballer ever. There is no stopping the Fab Four, and the
sky is the limit for Sadio Mané. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life-stories of the
biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to super-star professional
player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.

Pogba (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect Them All!
Complete your collection with these limited Ultimate Football Heroes International editions – now
chapter. This is the rollercoaster story of how Ronaldo grew up to become a superstar striker for
Real Madrid. Struck down by illness on the day of the 1998 World Cup final, he showed world-class
determination to come back four years later and single-handedly destroy Germany in the 2002 final
all, that he was one of the greatest strikers ever.

with a bonus World Cup
Brazil, Barcelona and
skill and
to prove, once and for

Jamie Johnson: Skills from Brazil
Follow the stories of Kane, Mbappé and Aubameyang, three superstar strikers in this exciting collection of stories
written by Matt and Tom Oldfield. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of fictional biographies about the biggest and
best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written
in a fast-paced, action-packed style, these books are perfect for all the family to collect and enjoy.

Ultimate Football Heroes Collection: Super Strikers
Romelu Lukaku is the boy from Belgium who went from having big dreams to playing for Manchester United. After a GBP90
million transfer, he spearheads their attack, but Romelu had to leave a trail of goals in the Premier League to earn a
move to the world's biggest club. This is the amazing story of his journey to become a football hero. Ultimate Football
Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style
these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.--Amazon.

The Unluckiest Boy in the World
Meet David De Gea - Ultimate Football Hero. David De Gea is the Spanish superstar who earned a dream move to Manchester
United and proved himself to be their best goalkeeper since the legendary Peter Schmeichel. David has had to face the
pressure of expectation throughout his career, but his amazing saves have kept United in the hunt for trophies year
after year, no matter the pressure. This is the story of one boy's mission to become the best keeper in the world.
Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers in the
world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-
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packed style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.

The Palgrave Handbook of Male Psychology and Mental Health
Neuer (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
Meet Pierre Emerick Aubameyang - Ultimate Football Hero Pace, power, precision - Auba is the striker who has it all. The
Gabonese striker's athleticism, skills and clinical finishing have made defenders in the Bundesliga and the Premier
League fear him every time he steps onto the pitch. But his journey through Europe's top leagues to the bright lights of
London has been a long one. This is the exciting story of one of the world's deadliest goalscorers. Ultimate Football
Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style
these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.

Hybrid Cultures
Meet Kylian Mbappe - Ultimate Football Hero. Kylian Mbappe has the world at his feet. The young French striker's goals,
skills and fearless attacking spirit earned him a £166 million transfer to French champions Paris Saint-Germain, to take
on the best teams in Europe with new teammate Neymar. And at the 2018 World Cup, Kylian was the star player, his goals
firing France to victory in the final. Now as a world champion, he has just one goal left - to become the best player
ever. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers
in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to super-star professional player. Written in fast-paced,
action-packed style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.

Kane (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited International Edition)
Meet Antoine Griezmann - Ultimate Football Hero Leading the attack for France's golden generation is Antoine Griezmann the golden boy. Antoine grew up in the heart of France, before his talent was quickly spotted by scouts who brought him
to play in Spain. Ever since then, he has blazed a trail through the Spanish top division, La Liga, for Real Sociedad
and then Atlético Madrid. This is the story of a speedy striker who chased his dream to the very top, when he fired
France to World Cup glory in 2018. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life-stories of the
biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to super-star professional
player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share.
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